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       BACK to the FUTURE?

The fifth in a series of MONTHLY crisis editions.

  August

COMING EVENTS

 If you support “Real Aeromodelling”  please come and join
us, either as competitor, sports flyer or spectator. It will be a
short season, let’s make the best of it!

 Monday 24th August, Buckminster:
                Ajax, Achilles, Cloud Tramp and Friends.

Friday 4 September to Saturday 12 September:
                Flying Aces Postal, any venue.

 September: date to be arranged:
              PMFC v. Auckland Cloud Tramp Challenge. At Ferry

  September: date to be arranged:
                    Bernie Nichols Trophy for cabin rubber. At Ferry.

 October 3 or 4 or 5: Buckminster Gala:
                   P20, E20, Rubber Ratio, and others.

See centre pages for details, visit SAM 35 website for SAM
rules, or contact editor.

 Next Issue probably September. Please keep the contributions
coming in!
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Cover: Brian Lever’s Cleemac -
beating Linnet, (?)see p. 17

…..............................................................................................

 In a despairing attempt to keep up with the prolific Mr.
Sephton, your editor is enjoying the building of  Super Scorpi-
on and 80” Black Magic fuselages: “real aeromodelling” at its
most satisfying.

 Remember Brian Lever’s 1004 lap enduro? Here, at last, is the
warts-and-all account of how it was done………..

  This, I think, had better be the last of our
Lockdown monthlies, and we shall revert
to our normal quarterly publications, for
the sanity of the Editor, if nothing else.
There is a degree of normality returning to
our lives, although I am sure a lot of us are
still “sheltering” or at least proceeding
with great caution as we begin to return to
something like normal activities.  Hopeful-
ly our magazine has enabled us to replace
the opportunities to meet and fly together
with something that has maintained a sense
of belonging and prevented PMFC from
becoming a remote organisation which has
done nothing but  make off with your £15.
In this respect I must thank all those who
have contributed to the five “special” edi-
tions and made this possible.
  We are able to publish a “Coming Events”
list at last, at least in respect of outdoor
meetings: it is too soon for us to be able to
comment upon either the indoor flying
sessions at Bushfield or the  Clubnights at
Peakirk. As for the 2020 AGM, this will be
considered by the Committee taking into
account government advice just as soon as
we are able to do so.
 Whatever you do, please try to turn out for
some of the events scheduled on the back
page, to show that Real Aeromodelling and
PMFC are still very much alive.

STOP
PRESS:
At the
time of
writing,
the dona-
tions had
exceeded
£2000.
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…...........................................................................................................

John:
  The plan on the previous page is for Winsome Wing at 12 inches span.  I have built
two in the past and given them to interested spectators.  I catapulted mine with a loop
of 1/8th.
  As noted on the drawing, they were also built twice size.
…                                                                               ………..Martin.
  (Ed. I have printed this as closely as I could get it to correct size: should be OK un-
less you are a perfectionist…in which case  you are not a member of PMFC, so will
you please go away!)

MEMORY LANE…. (2)

Bottom: my favourite
launch photo: Steve
Turner puts everything
into this Mini Good-
year release.
Above: but who is this
shy, retiring type who
clearly prefers not to
be noticed on the fly-
ing field?

Cloud Tramps to the fore!
With the third annual contest against Auckland almost upon us, Team Manager
Bert Whitehead has some good advice.
  “Just a few pointers on how and why I do things flying Cloud Tramps.
I remember a conversation with the late John Barker who told me that in the 1960’s C H Grant ,
the CT designer, had a pet theory that caused a lot of controversy and argument. That being the
placing of the thrustline on the CLA. (Centre of Lateral Area.) The CT is a manifestation of this
theory. Because the thrustline is on the CLA, the motor shaft follows a natural line with the rubber
and no up or down thrust is required. This results in 100% efficiency of the forward energy plus
only one simple flat plate nose bearing resulting in minimum friction losses. He does this by
placing the thrustline above the motor stick and having an underslung wing with massive dihedral.
The drag above the shaft and below is about equal  .Disregard this by altering  dihedral and u/c at
your peril.
 A substantial u/c is essential: The dangling down undercarriage weight acts as a stabiliser as well
as for take off and landing.
  A chat with the late John O’Donnell revealed this fact: anything that touched the rubber on your
airframe has a drastic reduction in the power output. So - keep the motor shaft high, 10mm
minimum. Also keep the rear hook the same, and away from the fin at  an angle. It’s impossible
to stop motor contact but every little helps, and to this end, keep the knot at the rear.  Undercamber
is great - on slow indoor models. Our CT’s are a bit heavier than they should be so they have to
travel a bit faster than normal to fly. Overdo your undercamber and a partial vacuum will result
under the wing. The wing will try to suck down instead of up. My undercamber is 5/32” or 4mm.
Plane overall weight 48grammes. The same effect happens with CT’s using plastic props. We use
these in PMFC comps to make building easier for everyone.  But these 8” undercambered props
are designed for models of 25 or 30 grammes. Our CT’s are almost double that weight, so the prop
has to rotate at virtually double its designed speed resulting in high drag, and reduction of lift. I’ve
made CT’s  with the simple carved wooden prop shown on the plan  and they always fly very
much better.  This is because the wooden prop  is flat bottomed and has a proper “wing” section,
so it’s more efficient.
  RUBBER: I was lucky enough last year to get 5 X 50 second maxes and through to the flyoff.
Because the Committee is putting great importance on this comp, I will be using new rubber every
flight.  10ft or 10 grammes of 1/8 rubber, 200 turns pretensioned made into 4 strands. Lube with
Castor oil or similar and an “S” hook at each end.  Stretch wind to approx. 1600 turns. Be careful:
flying “S” hooks can be dangerous.

Some memorable CT flights:
  It was last year when Dave Rumball was flying OK but struggling to achieve a decent time.
Changed his 4 or 5 gramme motor for a 10 gramme: instant max.  Dave Leeding was struggling
in the same comp. with a few low score flights. His motor shaft had a diamond shaped hook.
OK for rubber directly onto the shaft, but he was also using an “S” hook which needs a rounded
hook. He altered the shaft: made well over 2 minutes into the next field.
Unflappable John Ashmole. Cool and calculating. Produced the longest flyoff in last year’s
event. The best CT example I’ve seen was flown by Andy Sephton in the 2018 comp. His plane
was accurately made to plan including single plate nose bearing. The motor shaft and prop does
not wobble about, but runs true. He used about 12 ft of rubber well lubricated and no
pretension. This produced well over 1700 turns. He had no freewheeling prop because, like me,
he believed that the plane is not a glider but flies under power only. When the turns run out the
motor bunches around the rear hook and the plane stalls out of the sky. But the prop has run for
plenty of time before this happened: it’s his DT method.”
                                                                                               .....................Bert.
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Correspondence

From Gerry Williamson: my final
lockdown build programme.
  “All we need now is the go-ahead for con-
tests to resume!
 These models are the same design, just differ-
ent scales. As mentioned in a previous issue,
they are based on a 1960’s model by George
French, the “Night Train.” We have seen pics
of the smallest and biggest, the middle one is
new.  My smallest is 36” span, for the E36
comps, It has had some test flying and is pretty
well sorted.  The other two are 50” and 45”
span.  The largest has had a couple of outings
but the climb and transition are not good at the
moment. The 45” model has had a few garden
test glides but I am keeping the testing until
we go to our proposed visit to Buckminster in
August..”

More from the toolroom: BVW’s  “Z Bender”.
  With a Dremel cutting disc cut a slot in one jaw about 2mm in from
the side. (This is easy and fairly quick.) The slot needs to accommodate
the wire to be bent.  Put one bend in the chosen wire and then position
the bent portion in the slot before making the second bend.
(NB the photo shows my unit, says Brian, and I am left handed.)

….....................................................................................................
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…..............................................................................................................

…and while on
the subject of
Gerry and his
models, we felt
that, as this pho-
to has been in-
flicted upon us,
we had a respon-
sibility to pass it
on…
(We do not stoop
to caption con-
tests in this pub-
lication, but we
are being tempt-
ed.)

 Remember the unclothed Hawker Tempest shown last month,
by Rob Smith? I had several enquiries asking whether it was
from a kit. Rob replies:
  “It’s my own design, but I can see why someone might think
it’s a kit. The construction is based on the Frog Senior format.
One, a Spitfire 22 was on the cover of Aeromodeller with a plan.
(You are doing a great job with the magazine, I look forward to
it every month.)

PS: If anyone wants any of the plans for these models, I would
let them have them with pleasure, free.”

Roger Silcock goes electric free flight…no bellcrank, no prop, no
lines,no smell, no noise….……….………just skill! (So keep a safety
lookout on the field, folks!)

 John: Whilst stuck in lock-
down I was daydreaming about
walks in the countryside. With
that in mind I determined to
build a power model. I pur-
chased the 45” span VMC
Eliminator and set to work.
With the kind advice from
yourself and several clubmates
notably Peter Gibbons, I have
completed it. I converted it
from 1.5 diesel to electric. It
may be over powered but time
will tell.
 Had I better polish my walk-
ing boots?
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Now, here’s an interesting item: no, not the lad, a young Rob Smith, but the
round object in front of him. He says, “It’s a Hurst Hovercraft with an AM 35!
Very tricky to start but it did work.”
Surely we need to be told more about this terrifying device.

Now older and slightly wiser, Rob has built this magnificent
Fairey Gannet.

…..................................................................................................

MEMORY LANE…..(1)

Peters Adams and Gibbons
fought the flyoff at the “Ajax
and Achilles” event last year.
Who will take them on in Au-
gust?

The Vintage Model
Company Cloud Tramp
kit. Best value model on
the market?
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Martin’s Swordfish…see over for account of build

  John:
  A little more information concerning the Bristol Scout and Lord Carbery. The
Carbery Bristol Scout was Serial 206 and the first Bristol Scout produced.  Bristol
had started the construction of two more machines and were happy to sell 206, less
engine,  to Lord Carbery. He fitted an 80hp Le Rhone of his own. With this engine
the aircraft achieved 100 mph on three timed runs.
 The names for this aircraft have always caused a little confusion.  Serial 206 was
listed by Bristol as the Scout A but that was in retrospect after they had started the
next two in production. 206 was initially known as Barnwell’s Baby at Bristol, or
Baby for short, Frank Barnwell being the designer.
  When the RFC got hold of the next two in build they were so impressed with the
speed of the machines that they nicknamed them “Bullet.” Hence, Bristol Bullet in
most of the popular newspapers of the time and even in Eddie Riding’s Aeromodel-
ler plan.  These two aircraft were also called Scout B’s.
  Full production machines were scout C’s and D’s and these served with the RNAS.
A Scout C undertook the first underway shipbourne takeoffs of a land based aircraft
from HMS Vindex in 3rd November 1915. They were then landed back on land. If
out of reach of land the intent was to ditch alongside.
  As for Lord Carbery’s machine, the a/c was lost on its return journey over the
English Channel  because the ground crew in France had failed to fill the second of
two fuel tanks.  There was no cockpit fuel gauge, and ranging was done by time
flown. There was an attempt to recover the aircraft from the water but some
unaccustomed handling had damaged the fuselage structure behind the engine
mounts and all they recovered was the Le Rhone engine and mount. The rest  sank
to the bottom of the Channel.
                                                                    …………..Martin Skinner

Last month’s Win A Kit went to Stuart Marsden:
 Here is his pitch for the Senator.
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 John:  (From Brian Lever)
 Just for information, I have a Frog Linnet on
the board. I’m really trying hard to keep the
weight down. As an example, I weighed four
sets of 1” diameter wheels. I finally selected a
pair saving .8 of a gramme over all the others.
Why this effort? Cleemac Club, of course.
They almost own the Frog Senior competi-
tions.  The Linnet is  delightful: open cockpit,
shoulder wing, twin fins and faired u/c.  At
only 18” span it makes a pleasant change from
the 72”soaring monster built for brother Ian.

 It will use a 7” Peck prop (rather than 6” on plan,) weight 16.9g as shown in the pho-
tos. And 21.5 ready to fly.   Will be powered by 1.5  fuselage length of 1/8” rubber
with estimated 900 turns.   Finished off the u/c with 40gsm paper fairings. 1/32”
washout to both tips.
   (I think all those 3/6d KK Flying Scale models I built in the distant past have kept
me a small model man at heart.)
                                                                                           …..Brian Lever

 Martin, attempting to provide positive
encouragement, writes in to say…I built a
Linnet a while ago ...a bit heavy. I am not
convinced the twin fins help either.
Well, Err… Thanks, Martin.
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 Project 9
  A couple of years ago, I start-
ed a Denis Bryant 60” span RC
Hawker Fury to support my
own Light Scale initiative
(BMFA RC Scale Flying Only
Rules with a max. weight of 5
kilogram) and Danny Wynne
Fenton’s mass workshop build
of the same model. I’m aiming
to get it into a flying state by
the end of the year.  The plan is
not very scale, so I’m building
it as a scale sports model rather
than an out and out competi-
tion machine.  I’ll fly it in BM-
FA Flying Only competitions
so any detail that can’t be seen
from the ground will not be
added. It will be covered in
Oratex with markings in vinyl.
Most of the complex parts
have been 3D printed by Tony
Bennett.

 That’s it for now, but there may be more for the next edition, just remember my
motto: “Too many is never enough!”

CAN’T WAIT TO SEE THIS ONE IN ACTON….

John: Some photos of the contra prop model based on the FW 190D. Same
construction as before based on the Frog Senior series.  Uses old Peterborough
timer tech.
                                                                ….Rob Smith
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  Project 6:
  I’ve had a KK 40” Piper Super kit in the stash for many years; lockdown gave me
the excuse to build it. As of this morning, (26th June) it’s ready to cover. I’ve made
several mods, including three channel RC, electric power, removable wings, remov-
able u/c and flat plate tailplane. The model will be covered in Oratex. I’m hoping to
make it dual FF and RC for entry into SAM 35 Simple Scale competitions and BM-
FA flying only FF comps. Watch this space for more news.

 Project 7:
  I recently discovered there is an excellent slope site just 35 miles from my home, the
Ivinghoe Beacon. Accordingly, I have just joined the Ivinghoe club, procured a Phase
6 aerobatic slope glider kit and commenced the build. There is still lots to do, but it
progresses slowly.

 Phase 6
wings
under
construc-
tion.

Project 8:
  Easy built Lysander: (Pic-
ture p.16) This one also
progresses slowly. It was
started to support  Indoor RC
Kit Scale at this year’s na-
tionals, but after they were
cancelled, the model went
onto the back burner. Com-
pleted next year, hopefully.

COMING
 EVENTS

  Yes, there is really going to be some action at last!
  Both within PMFC, and also on the National Scene, with SAM 35 and the BMFA
returning to action.

 Here, at our own Ferry Meadows, there will be opportunities to fly in the “Postal
Flying Aces” either on the day booked for the event, Sunday 6th September, or one of
the Tuesdays or Fridays between the 4th to the 12th. Note that you can even use a
different field if you wish. (See following pages for more info.)

  THEN, as soon after Sunday 6th as the weather allows, it will be Cloud Tramps to
the fore, with the much-delayed and anticipated attempt to restore the battling reputa-
tion of PMFC after two defeats. Much was said on this subject during the past Winter,
and you may remember that a clubnight was spent discussing out tactics: see this
magazine, for December 2019, and I hope you will have read Bert’s advice on P2 of
this issue. Look out also for his e-mails prior to the event.
  That will be followed by our Precision Rubber contest for the Bernie Nichols
Trophy, just as soon as a suitably calm afternoon becomes available.  This has been
won twice by Mick Page, so we want to see a concerted effort this year to make a
hat-trick really difficult. I think all who took part last year found it one of the most
enjoyable ever…and it even had a detailed write-up in Aeromodeller shortly afterwards.

  PLEASE ATTEND AT LEAST ONE OF THE EVENTS, MENTIONED ON THIS
PAGE, EVEN AS SPECTATOR OR TIMEKEEPER, JUST TO SHOW THAT FREE
FLIGHT IS BACK IN ACTION AND THAT YOU ARE PART OF IT!

  A for SAM 35, we are taking advantage of the fact that Mondays are F/F days at
Bucky to run the Ajax and Achilles event, with a side helping of Cloud Tramp. A
good opportunity to trim then out prior to the international challenge.
  Then it’s time to prepare for the Rubber Bowden at Old Warden, a thoroughly
enjoyable challenge, which is my personal favourite event of the year. (Remember,
admission prices back down o £8 with proof of club membership.)
  Finally, don’t ignore the Buckminster Gala, with a good range of contests including
“our” E20 and P20, models which will not otherwise get a competitive outing this year.
And the “Rubber Ratio” is another of my new initiatives: will it work? Pease come
along and find out.  (Sports flyers very welcome.)

 Ye
s,

 Really!
WithCovidPrecautions!
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THE SEPHTON LOCKDOWN PROJECTS:

John:
  You asked for Club Members’ projects, so here goes:
  Projects 1 - 3:  As part of my initiative to promote an affordable and simple RC Soaring
competition, I’ve been building F3-RES and F5 RES R/C Gliders. Both classes are for
2m span soaring models with rudder, elevator and spoiler control. What appeals to me
most of all is that the models must be built predominantly from wood.  Carbon is
allowed, but only for the spars, LE’s and fuselage booms. The launch is by bungee for
F3-RES or electric motor for F5-RES.

  Over the lockdown period I’ve built an X-RESe and an X-RES, the latter bungee
launched, the former electric. Both kits from Hyperflight, and both models are ready to
test. Weights are around 500 grammes.
 I’ve also built a second Slite V2 to go with my original Slite, (top of page) but that
model is yet to be covered.

 Projects 4 - 5:
 I’ve had an Inchworm part built
for some time. A bit of lockdown
work has got it ready for covering.
It’ll have an RC d/t system, I’m not
sure yet whether to add RC rudder
to keep it in the field.
  The Inch Worm shape is very
similar to the Caprice, so I had to
build another of those to keep the
.Inch Worm company. This one is
now ready to cover. It’ll have an
electronic d/t from SAMs Models
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NB: Postal addresses are requested
from competitors in case scrolls need
to be dispatched.
  And: the max does apply to the Rub-
ber Ratio event in this case.


